INTRO
DUCTION

As we near the end of what has been a
tumultuous year, and review what has
happened whilst taking learning points
forward to enhance 2021 strategies, no
one can deny that 2020 has been most
challenging for all. More specifically in terms
of influencer marketing, we have seen
companies tear-up their strategy for the year
and start again, instead relying on shorter
term activations and strategies that cater for
the ever–changing landscape and changing
consumer sentiment that is a result of
personal, economic and social upheaval that
the pandemic has caused.
That being said, as we close the year, nearly
three-quarters of brands have reported
upping spend within influencer marketing,
despite the crisis. Influencer marketing has
perhaps proven more relevant than ever
for companies hoping to reach time-rich
consumers at home, without the capabilities
of physical shoots or events. Influencer
content has also shifted and adapted to

represent the ‘new normal’, reflecting the
desire for unity and comradery via relatable
and relevant storytelling. As many brands
and companies have begun to get back on
their feet, quickly pivoting and adapting,
now is the time that brands need to utilise
experience of this year and implement
longer-term strategies for recovery into the
forthcoming year.
In this report, Influencer Intelligence
explores the key trends for 2021 and
analyses what impact 2020 will have on the
future of influencer marketing. This report
will help marketeers drive their influencer
strategy forward as we wrap up such an
unprecedented year in business. Through
the experience of our resident expert analysts
in our consultancy team, trend tracking
and thorough data research, the team at
Influencer Intelligence has mapped the
current landscape and from this projected
the key future trends that are set to shape
the industry in the next year.

DIVERSIFICATION OF
PLATFORMS WILL SPARK
A RISE IN MULTI-CHANNEL
CAMPAIGNS.

As the fashion and beauty sectors led the field
when it came to the earliest instances of influencer
marketing with digital creators, these examples
displayed a tendency to operate mainly on specific
channels, rather than experimenting across all of
the options available. Fashion leaned more heavily
on aesthetic-led Instagram (whilst dabbling in
YouTube for hauls), and beauty understood the
power of video tutorials via YouTube. But almost
ten years on, influencer campaigns have and
are continuing to broaden in terms of platform
repertoire.
As the industry has grown and matured, we have
seen the breadth of sectors utilising influencer
marketing widen, and with this, the way that
companies practice has become far less siloed.
For example, many verticals today from fitness
to gaming, or beauty to sport, have now found a
home in creating a variety of campaigns across a
range of formats, from photos to short-form video
content and live streaming across multiple social
channels that the format is best suited to.
Influencer marketing now works similarly to other
marketing disciplines, in that campaigns are not
only multi-channel but layered – featuring a variety
of digital tastemakers across several platforms,
catering to differing objectives individually.
Influencer endorsement contracts are now moving
away from a specified number of Instagram posts
per campaign, towards a framework that features
a strategic plan incorporating platform-specific
activity across a varied combination of outlets,
depending on campaign objectives and target
audience.
New kids on the block TikTok, Twitch and Triller
are just some of the emerging platforms that have
seen huge success in 2020, claiming a share of
the influencer marketing landscape. With lockdown
driving a surge in usage, TikTok has hit the 2 billion
download mark this year, opening up an entirely
new playing field for brands and sponsors to reach
consumers. Triller, the music video creation app,
soared to the #1 spot on the app store in August,
thanks to celebrity backing and investment, whilst

streaming platform Twitch expanded beyond the
confines of gaming and dipped its toe into the
fashion world – as seen via its recent catwalk
collaboration with Burberry.
In 2021, we expect the options presented by these
platforms to swell, providing marketers with a more
extensive suite of opportunity to utilise within
campaigns. In turn, more specific industries will
not be tied to only a handful of platforms, with the
entire influencer marketing arena able to create
richer, less limited activations, and layered content
strategies, playing to the benefits of each of these
channels.

STRICTER
POLICING OF
CONTENT BY
PLATFORMS
AND USERS.
This year we’ve witnessed the growth of a number
of call-out and watchdog accounts on Instagram
across a broad range of topics. In terms of
influencer marketing, specific examples include
Influencer PayGap and The Truth on Influencers,
where platform users expose malpractice and call
out individuals for unethical behaviour, shining a
spotlight on any wrongdoings within the industry.
Seen initially within the fashion and beauty
industry with the advent of accounts such as Estée
Laundry and Diet Prada, which have both grown
exponentially over the past few years, consumers
and industry members alike now have a platform
to share grievances and identify negligence from
individuals and organisations.
Coinciding with this, the platforms themselves are
under increasing pressure to police content and
ethical practice more rigorously. With mainstream
discourse around the motives and ethics of social
platforms exacerbated by documentaries such
as The Social Dilemma, and the allegations resurfacing surrounding data breaches at Facebook,

consumers are also becoming increasingly aware
of the real risks of social media.
This acute scrutiny being placed in the spotlight
has in turn forced the platforms themselves to
show they are regulating their own content and
ramping up security protocols. Although small
steps currently, this year has seen several moves
from the platforms themselves to regulate the
appropriateness of content, with crackdowns
on the types of content being created within the
platforms. This can be seen most recently with
an ASA and Instagram ban on diet pills, alcohol,
tobacco, vapes and weapons, including firewall
protection for under 18s, and TikTok’s weight-loss
marketing ban.
With social media users and social media
platforms both policing output, 2021 could see
unprecedented levels of regulation and moves
towards closer interrogation of the types of content
users are consuming.

INFLUENCER
MARKETING WILL
BECOME A TRULY
GLOBAL PLAYING
FIELD.

In 2020 we have seen a move towards brands
harnessing influencer marketing to expand their
reach and gain international attention increasingly
further afield, enticing foreign and potentially
lucrative new markets via creators. The number
of consultancy briefs that Influencer Intelligence
has received for UK and US companies looking
to execute campaigns in other territories farther
afield have risen exponentially over the past year.
For these projects that help identify the right talent
for companies working on bespoke campaigns, we
have seen significant uplift in briefs for campaigns
being executed in Europe, APAC and the Middle
East, utilising regional influencers from these
territories to create relatable content that speaks
to this audience.
Some examples from the fashion industry alone
include in 2018 and 2019, when designer label
Fendi tapped K-pop artist Jackson Wang for
a men’s capsule collection, whilst Japanese
influencer Kemio collaborated with US streetwear
brand Freak City this September.
This is definitely a trend that will increase in
practice in 2021, as brands utilise the opportunity
of reaching distant audiences via digital creators.
Next year will break down the boundaries between

geographic markets even further, as brands
strengthen and upscale their influencer marketing
practice, looking further afield for the best talent
possible to achieve their goals.
However, as this happens, companies do need
to be cautious and not apply a one-size-fits-all
approach to regional campaigns or presume
that other markets work the same as their native
market. Each territory needs to have thorough
due diligence practiced, as every country is likely
to have very different values and practices that
need to be understood in order to resonate with
those audiences and avoid malpractice. Leanings
towards specific platforms, differing regulations
and governance as well as cultural nuances all
need to be heavily researched and assessed in
line with any influencer selection and campaign
execution.

AS INFLUENCER SPEND
INCREASES, SO WILL THE NEED
FOR ACCOUNTABILITY AND
DEMONSTRATION OF ROI.

The pandemic has affected consumers’ online
behaviour, as physical restrictions and an increase
in free time has led individuals to spend more time
online. The first lockdown saw huge surges of
online users spending increasing time on social.
Facebook usage soared to having over 3bn
users for the first time in the Spring, and 67% of
consumers claim to have expanded their usage of
Instagram in lockdown. Overall, more than 4 billion
people around the world now use social media
each month, with an average of nearly 2 million
new users a day. UK adults are reportedly now
spending a quarter of their lives online – a record
high according to Ofcom.
Combined with this, the closure of bricksand-mortar sites driven by tighter lockdown
restrictions has placed an increasing emphasis on
e-commerce, with pressure for marketeers to seize
the opportunity posed by consumers spending
more time online and drive sales in this way.
Furthermore, as consumers are out less, more
traditional advertising methods such as OOH aren’t
necessarily as fruitful as they would have been
pre-pandemic, with lower numbers of eyeballs
on this format, so there has been an increasing
tendency for brands to transfer offline ad spend to
online. Even more specific to this, spend is being
transferred to social to catch captive consumers in
increasing volumes residing here.
Therefore, as spends increase in this area, going
forward we will see a greater demand for proof of
return-on-investment to justify this spend. This in
turn, will act as a catalyst to drive brands to practice
increasingly methodical and analytical campaigns
that are driven by data to quantify and qualify the
effectiveness of their campaigns. Coupled with the
fact that campaigns are due to become more varied

in execution across tiers of influence, objectives
and platforms, ROI across these variants must be
captured and measured accordingly. Influencer
Intelligence’s new campaign management tool
allows subscribers to real-time track and report on
the performance of live campaigns, from individual
influencer engagement to cost per engagement,
a wealth of performance analytics are available
to brands, taking the hassle out of campaign
evaluation.
Measuring ROI has always been a key challenge
within influencer marketing, with many brands
citing it as one of the major challenges within
the discipline. Recent in-house research has in
fact found that 55% of marketers agree with the
idea that they can see which channels are most
impactful for influencer collaborations, but they
cannot equate this to sales, with 24% confirming
they do not trust the validity of their data to
accurately calculate ROI. This is due to several
factors, one being that there isn’t a universally
adopted measurement for success within the
practice, alongside the fact that influencer
campaigns will have differing objectives, many of
which operate on softer metrics outside of cost
conversions such as sentiment and awareness.
However, whilst this has been and still is
problematic, influencer marketing living mainly
online means that it is a very trackable discipline
meaning that if fuelled by reliable and efficient
data analytics, return-on-investment calculations
are meaningful and accurate.

COMPANIES WILL PLACE
A STRONGER FOCUS ON
BENCHMARKING AND
COMPARISON.
As spend within influencer marketing goes up
and as a result, leads to a demand for increased
accountability within ROI, part of this will also see
the demand for benchmarking and comparing
one brand’s influencer marketing performance to
others become much more common practice.
To continue to grow and improve within the
industry, as with any other discipline, companies
need to understand their performance as well as
others within their sector’s performance and best
practice. This is a trend that is relatively new from a
data perspective, and this year we will see brands
utilise the data and technology at their fingertips
to not only understand their own practice better,
but to monitor their competitor’s market share and
performance in comparison.
Comparisons will map across the industry as a
whole, as well as provide more granular contrast
across each sector, campaign size and type and
competitors. Within this, brands are also likely to
pay closer attention to each influencer partner’s

performance against their competitors, by tracking
side-by-side campaign progress.
Challenged to understand how to better leverage
influencer marketing, brands are now looking
outwards. Influencer Intelligence allows you to
understand not only the performance of yourself,
but also the social performance of your competitors
and the talent that they are working with, as well as
the talent that are speaking organically about you
and the wider industry. Our new Brand Intelligence
feature will also allow you to break down data into
specific creators, platforms and even posts.
As the influencer landscape continues to grow
and expand from nano creators to top-tier names,
brands are spoilt for choice and may find the
selection process daunting. In 2021 and beyond,
campaign and collaborator benchmarking will be
key to assessing success and creating learnings
for future activations.

INFLUENCERS WILL BE
UTILISED INCREASINGLY
FOR DISSEMINATION OF
INFORMATION TO SPECIFIC
AUDIENCES.
As examined in our report ‘What COVID-19 Means
for Influencer Marketing’ in April, consumers have
turned to authoritative influencers as trustworthy
individuals with expertise to disseminate accurate
information, dispel fake news and provide expert
advice. This was particularly prevalent within the
medical sector, which saw health professionals
and creators such as Dr Mike Varshavski and
Dr Joshua Wolrich experience surges in organic
followers and increased levels of post engagement.
Dr Wolrich for example, saw his following steadily
climb from 274K in March to 329K in November.
Furthermore, his engagement rate spiked in March,
jumping from 2.91% to 4.03% and remaining around
these levels throughout the first wave remained.
(See Figure 1) Arguably owing to a growing distrust
in news media, paired with widespread confusion
and muddled communication at the start of the
pandemic, some consumers, particularly within the
Gen-Z demographic – who are inherently socially
native - turned to social media as a main source
of news information.
More recently, noting the valuable role that
influencers can play in circulating information,
the UK government tapped into the influence of
Love Island contestants to encourage Coronavirus
testing amongst young people via the promotion
of NHS Test and Trace services. Whilst reality stars
may not be the first thought when it comes to

important health messaging or hard-hitting topical
content, the campaign had a collective reach of
over 7 million people on Instagram via the network
of only three individuals and successfully raised
awareness amongst its target demographic.
In 2021, as we continue with our altered state of
pandemic reality, we expect the influencer industry
to continue to recognise the inherent authority and
credibility of expert voices in lending credence and
building trust and sentiment. Furthermore, digital
influencers across all verticals (including reality TV
stars) may be leant on to help widen the net and
spread useful information and guidance to their
loyal followers.
Subsequently, we expect to see a decrease in
influencer advertising – focusing less on oneoff, transactional endorsement and more on
storytelling across long-term partnerships and
support. Influencers disseminating accurate
information and imparting expertise will also lead to
building trust with followers over time which is less
likely to occur via one-off endorsements. Though
commercial motivations will always naturally
underpin influencer collaborations, it is likely
brands and creators will begin to move away from
single product placement and multiple #sponcon
deals and instead try to foster advocacy over time
with creative and well-thought-out pairings.

Figure 1. Dr Joshua Wolrich Instagram Engagement

USER-GENERATED CONTENT TO
INCREASE, AND INFLUENCERGENERATED CONTENT TO
BECOME THE ‘NORM’.

A recent Consumer Content report for Stackla
found 60% of consumers say user-generated
content is the most authentic form of content.
Whilst authenticity remains integral to successful
influencer marketing as examined in our 2019
report ‘How to Ensure Authenticity in Influencer
Marketing’, brands looking to future-proof
campaigns shouldn’t underestimate the power
of UGC to modern audiences. User-generated
content, be it from creators, employees or regular
users is set to become even more so a key marker
of success.
Take TikTok’s exemplary lead, wherein branded
hashtag challenges that encourage user
participation and ask users to follow and copy
their favourite creators go viral every day. Brands
have begun to measure performance of campaigns
launched by influencers on the platform, by the
level of audience participation in a craze or trend.
With video submissions breaking records in some
cases, much of the UGC produced on the platform
is entirely organic, rather than paid for. This domino
effect of users recreating their favourite creators’
videos as seen with brands such as Chipotle’s
#GuacDance (which now has 1.1bn views) and
Tangle Teezer’s #powersintheteeth (1.2bn views)

is a quick way to maximise brand return well above
budget and expectation. Another great example is
TikToker Charli D’Amelio’s ‘social distance dance’,
created for P&G, which quickly became the most
watched video on the platform, with users flocking
to imitate the trend.
In 2021, brands launching simple but effective,
easy-to-follow campaigns which facilitate
shareability and participation - those which give
everyone a voice - are likely to hit the spot with
Gen-Z audiences who are growing accustomed to
the challenge. Influencers will still play a huge part
in this process, with select sponsorships driving
momentum and elevating activity.
In addition, influencer generated content is
likely to be increasingly used by brands to
replace traditional branded content, with IGC
rolling out across owned social, web, email and
outdoor. Recently, fashion brands such as ASOS
circumnavigated shooting restrictions by having
influencers shoot themselves at home. It may be
the case that in the very near future we will see
a more ‘influencer-style’ aesthetic shaping brand
campaigns across wider marketing materials.

PURPOSE WILL REMAIN IN THE
SPOTLIGHT, BUT INFLUENCERS
WILL BECOME MORE SELECTIVE
AND CAMPAIGNS WILL
DEMONSTRATE THAT PURPOSE
ISN’T SUITABLE FOR ALL
BRANDS.

Our report ‘How to Work with Influencers for
Purpose-Driven Marketing’ explored the growth
of purpose-driven marketing and brand activism,
within the specific context of influencer marketing.
The report found there to be mounting pressure
for brands to take an ethical stance on an issue
publicly in 2020, a fact illustrated by the statistic
that today 70% of consumers want to know exactly
where a brand stands on social, political and
environmental issues. Where it makes sense for
brands to go about seeking positive change, and
where pivotally they can demonstrate that they
practice what they preach, influencers present a
great opportunity to amplify this effort, particularly
if that influencer has a reputation within that space
or cause already.
In 2021, influencer campaigns that spotlight global
issues such as sustainability, climate change and
human rights efforts will yet again take centre
stage. Studies have shown that Gen-Z consumers
in particular not only want to know where their
products come from, but are willing to pay more
for products created in environmentally friendly
ways. With the amount of civil unrest witnessed in
recent years in the wake of the #BlackLivesMatter
and #MeToo movements for example, we have
seen celebrities and content creators alike
lending their voices to important conversations.
What that means for influencer marketing moving

forward, is that campaigns and campaigners with
a cause at the heart of their conversation will likely
become more prevalent, with influencer activists
spearheading global projects and acting as brand
ambassadors.
As mentioned above, as social media users apply
more scrutiny to brands, those making purposedriven claims will need to have an underpinning
ethos that supports it. Otherwise in the coming
year, influencers may not want to work with brands
who appear hypocritical, as seen with Aja Barber’s
critique of H&M’s sustainability pledge. This could
lead to creators becoming more selective when
it comes to brand partnerships, particularly with
a purpose element. Influencers are just as likely
to be called out by modern consumers as brands,
leading to more careful partnerings that are based
on true expertise and honest values.
Unless brands can be entirely transparent across
the business, leaving themselves open to scrutiny
within this arena could be a risk. For this reason,
we expect brands to be more wary of the perils of
simply jumping on a bandwagon in 2021, leading
to greater refinement of activity within the sector,
and true purpose-led influencers driving the
decisions on who gets to be involved within this
conversation.

A SMOOTHER
JOURNEY BETWEEN
CREATOR AND
COMMERCE WILL
BECOME COMMON
PRACTICE.

Shoppable content is rapidly becoming the fastest
and easiest way for brands to streamline sales. A
veritable gold mine enforcing a direct connection
between influencer content and purchasing,
shoppable video is one example revolutionizing
the consumer experience. Integrating engaging
influencer content with instant ecommerce
options, shoppable content refines and shortens
the user journey between point of consumption
and point of sale. This click-to-buy functionality
takes consumers from inspiration to checkout in
a seamless journey, without having to leave the
original video environment, effectively turning
creators, into retailers.
According to a report by the Interactive Advertising
Bureau (IAB), the coronavirus pandemic has
accelerated the shift from bricks-and-mortar
economy to a ‘storeless’ environment by as much
as 500%, with shoppable media set to become the
fastest-growing advertising category in the battle
to reach consumers digitally. The same report
found the percentage of marketers investing in
shoppable video is set to grow to 40% this year,
up from 33% in 2019.
With the introduction of Google Shoploop,
along with Amazon’s decision to add influencer
storefronts and livestreaming to its Influencer
Program and Creator app, it’s clear in which
direction we are moving. Furthermore, Shopify
hit the headlines this October by partnering with
TikTok to feature in-feed shoppable video ads
demonstrating further intention and shoppable
lifestyle destination NOW//WITH was created as
the first ever network of its kind. Billed as the ‘next

generation of home entertainment’, the platform
allows consumers to shop celebrities favourite
products on the spot suggesting shoppable
content is here to stay. This particular e-commerce
model may become more widely adopted next
year, creating a far more direct link between
affiliate and sale, strengthening the transactional
value brands can attribute to each influencer
partner.

CONC
LUSION

In conclusion, 2021 is set to be a milestone year for
influencer marketing, as brands continue to build
back momentum following a rocky start.
As brands and companies have witnessed the
resilience of the business despite challenging times
for marketing as a whole, investment in the area
will continue to increase, and with that, a greater
need for accountability, proper measurement and
strict policing.
Boundaries will be broken down in many ways, with
marketeers looking further afield for the best talent
to work with, and campaigns traversing multiple
platforms and mediums. Overall, we predict
stronger emphasis on true and justified purpose,
with brands becoming more transparent about
their ethical practices and influencer partners
becoming more selective about collaborations with
cause-driven elements.
The trend towards user-generated content, driven
by influencers, helping brands expand their
reach and engagement and driving grassroots
interaction with new customers will continue,
whilst influencer-generated content becomes more
widely repurposed by brands across all marketing
materials.
Finally, as shoppable video becomes a key concept
this year and a clear priority for platforms, 2021
is set to experience a rise in shoppable content,
shortening the user journey between inspiration
and purchase more than ever before.
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